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Joe Staller • March 2014

I hope you were able to attend our 2014 DFC banquet. We really had some fabulous
raffle prizes —lots of rods, reels, fly boxes, vests, sling packs, kick boats, alcoholic gift
baskets, and other cool stuff. I don’t know how Tom Russo did it—he seemed to take
home every prize with alcohol in it! There was also plenty of great food-thanks to
Karyn Weaver for tirelessly getting the buffet line organized! There were several board
members who helped in the set-up of the banquet and I thank them, but a special
mention is required for both Charlie Rosser who did a phenomenal job of managing
the actual raffle, and Dave Weaver for building us a custom rod. I do, however, apologize for my inability to differentiate between red and blue playing cards. I may never
live that down. We also heard your suggestions to “speed it up!” for next year, and the board has some ideas
on how to do that. Finally, thanks to you, our club members, for donating prizes and opening up your wallets to buy raffle tickets.
I made my first trip to Dead Horse Ranch State Park for the February outing –in my 30 plus years in Arizona I’ve never been there. Fishing was not fast and furious (for me) but the more dedicated fisherman still
got into some trout, bass and pan fish. Regardless, I had a great time. Thanks to Harriet and Michael for
being our gracious hosts. Coming up March 13-16 is our trip to Havasu Lake for big smallmouth bass. John
Rohmer pre-fished it last week and found the fish for us—I hope they hang around for a few weeks. I also
noticed on the AZGF fishing report that a nearly SIX POUND redear sunfish was caught recently at Havasu,
and there are even bigger ones in the lake. Can you afford to miss this trip?? The club has also scheduled
a trip on Saturday April 12 to Upper Lake Mary where we will target the pike that come in shallow water
to feed. I’m lucky enough to be the host for both of these trips, so call or email me to sign up or get your
questions answered.
The board is planning for a great 2014—casting clinics, fly fishing 101 classes, rod building classes, fly
tying classes, great speakers and exciting outings. Please sign up for those events that interest you and
make the most out of this club.
Tight Lines, keep your powder dry, and zip up your tent door at night. Those mice are sneaky. Very sneaky.
Joe
Catch me at: joseph.staller@freescale.com - or - joestaller@yahoo.com

MARCH DFC CLUB MEETING...

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12, 2014
TERRY & WENDY GUNN

...from Lees Ferry Anglers—they will be promoting their new
book...So ya gotta come early, talk tailwaters and get an autographed copy from the Gunn’s!

Did you ever want to introduce a group to Fly Fishing but without requiring fishing license?
Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

Arizona Game and Fish has a Certified Angler Instructor training as part of their Sport Fishing Education Program. With
the certification, you can register the event with Game and Fish so the event can be done at one of urban lakes or state
waters without licenses for each of the attendees. They need our help to support the many requests they get from 3rd
graders to senior citizens.
You don’t have to be the expert giving the instruction, but you do need to know the standard of conduct, the department and sport fishing education policies and some of the procedures and curriculum requirements for arranging and
coordinating the event.
Game and Fish plan to hold additional Certified Angler Instructor training sessions but do not have any scheduled right
now. They will arrange a training session if we can get a group of people that are interested. You can let me know that you
want to become certified by email to harrn7963@aol.com (same address as the newsletter is delivered from) by phone
at 480-735-7943, or talk to Gentry Smith, this years education coordinator on the board or contact Denise Raum, Arizona
Game and Fish Conservation Education Program Manager, at 623-236-7567 or email draum@azgfd.gov
There is no cost for this training
Bob Harrison
Catch me at: Harrn7963@aol.com

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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Fellow DFC’ers:

Our March Outing will be at Lake Havasu, and we will be fishing primarily for the
huge smallmouth bass that come into the shallows to spawn. Don’t worry—we will
let them all go and they will head right back down to their beds. There is also a possibility of picking up a few largemouth bass and big green sunfish.
I need to get a headcount as soon as possible so that I can reserve rooms, so please
read the following details and email me with any questions, and if you plan on attending. Also let me know if you will be able to bring a power boat. As usual, we
have a few extra kick boats and fins available for those who don’t own one. Just let
me know.

Joe Staller
Email: joestaller@yahoo.com
Cell 602-568-9431
Lodging

President
Joe Staller
joestaller@yahoo.com
Vice President
Michael Georgopapadakos
michaelg29@yahoo.com

Lake Havasu • March 13-16, 2014

We plan on staying at Havasu springs resort, Poolside Motel. There is also an RV
park in the resort property for those who prefer that option. From this location, we
can fish lower Lake Havasu, the river below the dam, or even run up to the London
Bridge to search for bedding bass (or to check out the Spring break madness…..)

Boats

This is a great place to bring a powerboat—you can cover more water and the added
height makes it easier to spot the beds so you can better target the fish. However,
you can still “get ‘er done!” with a kick boat. There is also the possibility that we will do some drifting in the Colorado River
below the dam, and the kick boat will be perfect for this.

Tackle

If you are going to target the bedding bass in the main lake, all you will need is a 5 or 6 weight rod and a clear, intermediate
line. If we drift the Colorado River below the dam, you will probably want an 8 weight rod matched with a 300-400 grain sink
tip line to get down in the current. To be safe—I’d bring both set-ups.

Flies

Noted smallmouth expert (and friend of DFC )John Rohmer has developed the ultimate bed fly. It’s heavily weighted, bri ghtly
colored with lots of wiggly appendages. Here’s a picture of the fly, and I will provide a materials list and directions for you tiers.
John will also make some available for sale if requested. They are a bit expensive at $6/each but worth it. I would also bring
large baitfish imitations—Clousers, Foxy minnows, big Wooly Buggers etc.
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Upper Lake Mary Pike TripSaturday, April 12, 2014

San Diego • May 22-26, 2014

Details on these 2 DFC Outings are found on page 8....

There is nothing which in a moment makes a tired,
despondent, perhaps hopeless man suddenly become
alert and keen as the hooking of a big fish.
Gilfrid Hartley (c. 1920)

Many thanks for all the donations from these contributors,
who made our 2014 DFC Annual
Banquet successful!!
3M/Scientific Anglers
Buck Knives
Bucks Bags
Chota Outdoor Gear
Galvan Fly Reels
Loon Outdoors
Norlander Company
Outcast Sporting Gear
R.L. Winston Rod Co.
Simms
Spirit River, Inc
The Waterworks
Tibor Reel Corporation
Umpqua Feather Merchants
Whiting Farms
Frank Amato Publications
Okuma Fishing Takle Corp
Rajeff Sports
Scott Fly Rods
St Croix
Thomas and Thomas
Wind River Quality Outdoor Gear
Arizona Diamondbacks
Bob Day - En La Mosca
Fisheads of the San Juan
Fly Fisherman
J. Stockard Fly Fishing
Jim Teeny, Inc
Lee's Ferry Anglers
Truot Creek Flies
Abel Reels
Arizona Cardinals
Bass Pro Shop
Big Y Fly Company
BT's Fly Fishing Products
Cabelas
Desert Sportsman
Dr. Slick Co.
FFF
Fishpond, Inc.
Hook & Hackle Co.
John Rohmer Materials
March Brown LTD
Montana Fly Company
Northwest Flyfishing
Orvis Store
Phoenix Coyotes Hockey
Club
Phoenix Suns
Sage Manufacturing
Saltery Lake Lodge
Sportsman's Warehouse
The Creek Company
Trout Unlimited
UNI Products J.G. Côté inc.
VRM Co.

Our 2014 DFC Banquet...

The DFC Board would like to thank the DFC members and their guests that made a donation or bought raffle tickets.
Your enthusiasm is well appreciated in helping us to enjoy the months ahead of us as a club. The DFC Board would
also ask that DFC members remember these companies when purchasing your personal fly fishing items in the future.
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Upcoming DFC
Education
Events...

Are you new to fly fishing? Maybe you’ve been fly fishing for a while, but still have questions
regarding the basics? Great News—The Desert Fly Casters has a series of educational and instructional classes designed to progressively teach you the basics of fly fishing. Our goal is to get you
equipped with the knowledge and skills required to start experiencing success on the water.
What are you waiting for? Sign up today!
Gentry Smith,
2014 Education Chairman
Catch me at: Gentry Smith | Design@GentrySmith.com | (480) 213-0372

Fly Fishing 101

This introduction to fly fishing course will be taught in a “classroom like” setting at Red Mountain Park in
Mesa, with the objective of teaching beginning anglers the basics of fly fishing. The class will cover basic
equipment and techniques such as, picking out your first fly rod and matching fly line, and how to tie
3-basic knots necessary to get started fly fishing. Please RSVP, so we can plan accordingly.
Date:
Time:
Cost:
Eligibility:
RSVP:
Location:

Saturday March 29th, 2014
10:00 am – Noon
This is a FREE event!
This event is open to the public—bring a friend!
Gentry Smith | Design@GentrySmith.com | (480) 213-0372
Red Mountain Park - “Starling Ramada” (see park map) • 7745 East brown Road • Mesa, AZ

Beginning Fly Casting Clinic

The beginning fly casting clinic we be held at Red Mountain Park in Mesa. The objective of this clinic
will be to teach newcomers the basics of fly casting. We will be working on the grass and on the water.
If you need to borrow equipment (rod, reel, line) please let me know when you RSVP.
Date:
Time:
Cost:
Eligibility:
RSVP:
Location:

Saturday April 26th, 2014
10:00 am – Noon
This is a FREE event!
This event is open to the public—bring a friend!
Gentry Smith | Design@GentrySmith.com | (480) 213-0372
Red Mountain Park - “Starling Ramada” (see park map) • 7745 East brown Road • Mesa, AZ

Streamside Fly Fishing Clinic

We are hosting a streamside fly fishing clinic on the Lower Salt River. Beginning anglers will be paired up with experience anglers for on the water instruction. Anglers will learn the basics of fly selection, reading water, and techniques for fly fishing moving water. In order to be eligible for this class, anglers
must have attended the “Fly Fishing 101” and / or “Casting Clinic” beforehand. This is to ensure everyone gets the most out of this instruction. All participants must RSVP in advance, so we can notify them which instructor they will be working with and where they will be meeting.
Date:
Time:
Cost:
RSVP:
Location:

Saturday May 3rd, 2014
8:00 am – 10:00 am
This is a FREE event!
Gentry Smith | Design@GentrySmith.com | (480) 213-0372
Lower Salt River Recreation Area (exact location to be determined) >>>Don’t forget your Tonto Passes!<<<

Beginning Fly Tying Classes

Ready to learn to tie your own flies? It’s simple and fun! A beginning fly tying class series is in the works, so look for more information coming
soon.
Dates:
Time:
Cost:
Eligibility:
RSVP:
Location:

This will be a 2-week, 4-class session, beginning in April
TBA
TBA
This event is limited to DFC club members only
Gentry Smith | Design@GentrySmith.com | (480) 213-0372
TBA

Rod Building Classes

How exciting is it to land fish on a fly rod you custom built yourself? Just ask one of the many club members who have already taken Dave
Weaver’s Rod Building Class! Members have the opportunity to build a one-of-a-kind rod with step-by-step guidance from the club’s master rod
builder.
Dates:
Time:
Cost:
Eligibility:
RSVP:
Location:

Tuesdays & Thursdays May 6th & 8th, and 13th & 15 th, 2014
6:00 pm – 9:00 pm
$25 for materials
This event is limited to DFC club members only
Dave Weaver | dweaver16@cox.net | (480) 495-2983
Dave Weaver’s House (RSVP to Dave Weaver for Directions)
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Intermediate Fly Tying March 18th

The Intermediate Fly Tying Class will be tying flies for the April, Pike Outing hosted by
our fearless leader Mr. Joe Staller . We will tie the Double bunny.
I have shown two with a plastic heart bead with eyes glued to the bead.
Class will be at a Bass Pro. Classes start at 6:30. Please bring materials and hooks

Double Bunny Pattern recipe
Hook: long shank: ##2 to 1/0
Thread: 6/0 black
Body: Magnum Zonker strips
Flash: Flash of choice

Okay...Questions? - or just tied up in knots??? Catch me, Tom Horvath, at: mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com
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EDUCATION BITS
...from Dick Brooks

Comments...Questions?? Catch me at: gdubby77@gmail.com

Some Notes about the History of Fishing Hooks
Fish hooks have evolved many times in numerous cultures. The earliest known examples of bent barbless hooks are
from the First Egyptian Dynasty (~ 3000 B.C.) and by ~1200 B.C. barbed hooks were in use in Ancient Egypt. We
have to reach farther back into more primitive cultures to trace how the fish hook was born.
The first direct antecedent of our fish hook was a device that archeologists call a gorge. These were bits of spindle
shaped bone or wood that was notched in the center so a line could be tied to it. A gorge was shoved into a chunk of
bait, the fish was allowed to swallow it, and when the line was yanked, the gorge set cross-wise inside the fish and he
was hauled in. One of the earliest types of gorge was unearthed 22 feet below the surface in a peat bed in the valley
of the Somme in France. It is believed to be about 7000 years ago.
Turning to more modern times we find many examples where native peoples recently used relative primitive fishing equipment. The Eskimos and the bushmen of South Africa were using the gorge even in very recent times. In
1846 Canadian Ojibway people were still known to be using gorges. In fact, there are contemporary examples of all
stages of the development of the hook scattered over the earth. South Sea Islanders were making hooks from bits of
common wire that were in use when our armed forces visited the Islands while fighting World War II. These are as
crude as the earliest single barbless wire hooks unearthed by archaeologists. In some localities a modified gorge had
been used to catch eels in the twentieth century.
The progressive development of the hook is seen in artifacts left by the cultures that lived in the Swiss Lakes
country. Once this culture began to work with bronze they designed a metal gorge. It was a wire, straight on either
side, but with a little hump in the middle where the line was attached, and merely another gorge. This is known as
a bricole.
The next change was to give a slight curve to the wire arms of the gorge. This is the beginnings of the curve that
was later to shape into a hook. Then some ancient artisan twisted the wire so an eye was formed in the center. It was
just a step from that to lengthening the two arms of the gorge, making the curve greater, and the shaping of a definite
hook on either side of the central eyelet.
Archeologists believe that the idea for making a barb on the hooks was derived from the spear. Barbs gave the
hooks more holding power just as a barbed point was harder for an animal to dislodge. The ancient bronze hook,
single and barbed, is in its shape and design the same that we use today. The people who built their houses on pilings above waters of the Swiss lakes and fashioned hooks from bronze are believed to have lived there at least twenty
centuries ago. The Egyptian barbed hook was in use before this time but the artifacts from the Swiss lake dwellings
present a nicely documented series of changes from gorge to single hook. This process was likely repeated in other
cultures, with development of the various next-steps dependent on factors like contemporary technological development, lifestyle, and interactions with other societies.
Hook Manufacture
In ancient times hooks were made individually by local artisans. Since there was no method of mass production they
were likely made to order or made in small lots for later sale or barter.
Sport angling in England began to take hold after Dame Juliana wrote "The Bake of St. Albans" in 1486. We can
speculate that with increased interest in sport angling there was a greater demand for a supply of hooks to meet the
developing market. The craftsmen best able to produce quantities of hooks at that time were needle makers. Hooks
are essentially bent needles fitted with a barb.
Large scale mass production of fish hooks was first began and then dominated by England and Scandinavia manufacturers. This started when the first stamping machine that drilled eyes in needles was put in operation in England
in 1826. Norwegian and Swedish fish hook makers, working in England around that time, then returned to their
native lands with their skills. In 1832 the famous Mustad Company was founded at Oslo. Many of the processes that
had been done by hand in the English factories began to be performed by machines that were later developed in
Scandinavia.
Mass Production of Hooks
Many years ago making fish hooks was a labor intensive, multi-step process. The old hand-process served as the
foundation for modern hook production but never approached the consistently high quality (and cheap cost) hooks
we use today.
Here is a little step through the process of how hooks were once produced.
It began with round steel wire being fed through a hole in a metal block and the to-be-cut end set upon the top of
a second block. The distance between the two blocks determined the length of hook from eye to point and could be
varied to produce longer or shorter hooks. A blade was used to sheared off the measured length of wire.
The second step involved making the barb. The cut length of wire was laid on a steel block, a chisel-edged tool was
applied to the wire at a fixed point, and a sharp blow on the chisel nicked into the wire to make the barb.
The wire now was annealed, so it would be soft, by heating it to a low redness and allowing it to cool slowly. The
barbed but blunt end of the hook was then laid on a small anvil and another blow with a die split it into two points.
The one on the barb side was ground or filed off. Then the easily-bent hook was laid on a block that had a raised form
around which the hook could be bent to shape it. Different blocks were used to produce a definite type of bend, such
as a Sneck or Sproat hook. The eye or other method of attachment was then formed on the blunt end of the shank.
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The metal, still relatively soft, was then hardened. The hooks were put in heavy sheet iron dishes, thrust into ovens,
brought to a cherry-red heat, and dumped into oil. At this stage they were hard but brittle. The hooks then were
heated in sand in a heavy iron, skillet-like utensil. When they reached what was believed to be the right temperature
to combine toughness with hardness, they were removed and cooled. If the hardening process was carried too far,
the steel burned and all hooks in the batch would be brittle. If not heated enough the steel would be soft and easily
straightened.
The tempered hooks were placed in a revolving drum that tumbled them about to remove scale from the surface.
The hooks were then given their final touches and lacquered.
As a check on their quality the hooks were placed on a block fitted with little pegs that held the point and bend
tightly. An inspector would take hold of the shank and spring it to a given angle marked on the block. If the shank
or any part of the hook broke it was done. If the shank did not have the resilience to spring back in line because the
tempering had left the metal too soft it was also discarded.
Reading old fishing literature one can encounter references to hooks that broke because they were too brittle.
Other hooks straightened out because they were too soft. The old hand-workmen hadn't judged the tempering color
just right, or the inspector had allowed poor hooks to pass the final test.
Fishermen are a finicky lot. Enthusiasts will trim the wings or hackles of a certain fly, add or subtract some shred
of colored feather, or tie a pattern that has some infinitesimal variation from an existing pattern. Anglers once used
to work over the shape and design of hooks in a similar way. The curvature in the bend, length of the barb, or shape
of the point of a barb were altered and combined in various ways. There were many, many styles of hooks made.
Some of those that became standards still exist even today.The hooks were then given their final touches and lacquered.
As a check on their quality the hooks were placed on a block fitted with little pegs that held the point and bend
tightly. An inspector would take hold of the shank and spring it to a given angle marked on the block. If the shank
or any part of the hook broke it was done. If the shank did not have the resilience to spring back in line because the
tempering had left the metal too soft it was also discarded.
Reading old fishing literature one can encounter references to hooks that broke because they were too brittle.
Other hooks straightened out because they were too soft. The old hand-workmen hadn't judged the tempering color
just right, or the inspector had allowed poor hooks to pass the final test.

You'll Never Guess What They Serve at
Draft Beer & Fish...
....an article found during the Winter Olympics

Beer and fish from the restaurant Draft Beer & Fish Jeff Bush/The Wall
Street Journal

If the athletes and journalists in Sochi get tired of all the McDonald's
in Olympic Park, and they're also not into eating tepid hot dogs
and other homogenized foods, then they can always sample the
regional cuisine at Russian restaurants—like Draft Beer & Fish.
The menu at Draft Beer & Fish, a local spot with a casual ambience, offers 16 types of Russian beer on tap, many locally produced, and more than 20 kinds of smoked and preserved fish. Your
beer of choice is pulled and served in a plastic cup by a Russian
woman named Natali. Then you choose anything from soft, fleshy
whole fish (scales, skin, guts and bone included) to an entree that
resembles fish jerky. You can take out or dine in, standing at the
single table in the corner. Whatever you choose will be served in a
plastic bag.
The thought of tackling a whole fish with bare hands might seem
intimidating to some, but not to this intrepid Sochi correspondent.
In fact, the hardest thing was figuring out a way to attack my assignment. Thankfully, a fellow diner offered some helpful tips,
which amounted to grabbing the bottom fin and ripping it open,
revealing the succulent flesh inside. It was a bit of work, and I did
have to mind the bones, but the combination of salt, smoke and
the refreshing sweetness of beer left me thinking that the Russians
might be onto something.
Draft Beer & Fish has even come up with a new way of viral marketing: The lingering odors leave no doubt where you've had lunch.
—Jeff Bush
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Upper Lake Mary Pike Trip-Saturday, April 12, 2014.

By popular request, I will again be hosting a spring Pike trip. This year,
we have picked a specific date: Saturday, April 12. Put it on your
calendar, right now! Don’t wait!
If you want to get on my mailing list, please shoot me an email at
joestaller@yahoo.com. I will provide frequent updates on the trip as
April approaches, and will use this list to communicate any final details; like rendezvous points, latest fishing reports, recent hot flies, etc.
I will also help organize car-pooling as much as possible. There is no
additional cost for this trip, but you are all responsible for your own
food, transportation, tackle and flies. If the fishing is good, I’ll probably stay overnight in Flagstaff, eat some Mexican food, and hit ‘er
again on Sunday.
Tackle requirements:
Although you could certainly catch pike on standard 5 and 6 wt fly
rods, you might have a hard time tossing some of the bigger flies. My
recommendation would be to use 7 or 8 wt rods rigged with a weight
forward floating line. Buy (or make) a couple of saltwater style leaders
and use a piece of 40 pound fluorocarbon as a bit tippet.
If you have the gear, you might want to throw in an intermediate
line and/or sink tip lines for your rod—they can come in useful if the
fish are not quite in the shallows yet (like first thing in the morning.)
Bring some long handled forceps to retrieve your fly from the pike’s
mouth (I hope I don’t need to say: ”Don’t lip your fish!”) and perhaps
a Boga grip or a jaw spreader to help in the process. Most years, the
pike are up shallow and no kick boats are required—but if you have
room you might want to throw one in.
For flies, bring Clousers—red and orange, red and white, pink and red,
all red, and all white have worked well in the past. Bunny leeches (all
black, all chartreuse, black with orange) work well some years. Dave
Weaver has done well on a big brown wooly buggers—we suspect
that the pike take them for crayfish. Last year, several of us did well on
very large (6” to 7” long) baitfish patterns based on Vince Deadmond’s
design. The head is clipped buck tail, with large 3/8” eyes and long
sparse fibers that shed water on the back cast. Here are some of the
variations (hint: I like the bottom one the
best!):
If you are interested in pike fishing but
lack some of the gear—please let me
know. Some of those old guys in DFC
have more rods, and lines, and flies than
they can count, and are probably willing
to loan some gear if you are willing to listen to their fishing stories.
And, one of us might get lucky and get one as nice as Vince’s 42” ~ 15
pound specimen caught spring 2013!

San Diego Trip- May 22-26, 2014
Hosts: Tom Horvath, Gentry Smith

Contact: Tom Horvath
Email: mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com
Phone: (602) 768-7280
Lodging: Vagabond Inn - Point Loma, San Diego
The motel is located at the Point Loma Marina, just a few miles from
Ocean Beach
Price: $187 per person, based on two-people (double occupancy) per
room - We will do our best to accommodate room requests – Limit 24
people
Fly Tying: San Diego Fly Fishers (not yet confirmed)
Optional fly tying session with the San Diego Fly Fishers (www.
sandiegoflyfishers.com)
Date: Thursday, May 22, 2014
Time: 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Location:
So Cal Fly Fishing Shop
Price: $15 – Limit 12 people
Surf School: So Cal Fly Fishing
Optional surf school to learn the basics of surf casting, reading the
water and choosing flies.
Date: Saturday, May 24, 2014
Time: 7:00 am – 11:00 am
Location: Torrey Pines State Beach - Subject to change based on
surf conditions
Price: $65 per person (Rod/Reel/Basket rentals available upon
request, $25) – Limit 12 people
Cal. License: 1-day $14.86 | 2-day $23.25 | 10-day $46.44 It is best to buy these in advance online at: www.ca.wildlifelicense.com/
InternetSales
Surf Fish:
Surf Perch, Corbina, Croakers, Halibut, Barracudas,
Sharks, Skates/Rays – these will vary by season
Rods: 5wt fly rod(s) - for surf and for pontoon fishing in bays
8wt fly rod(s) – for bay fishing
Lines: Fast sink-tip shooting-head fly line for surf (Rio Striper Line
250-grain, or equivalent), fast full-sink fly line for bays (Orvis Depth
Charge 250- 400-grain, or equivalent) and optional saltwater floating
fly line - just in case
Equipment: Don’t forget waders with insulation layer, stripping basket for the surf, pontoon boat with oars if you plan to fish the bays,
polarized sunglasses and sun screen
Flies: Saltwater flies such as, Clouser’s and other baitfish patterns,
sand crabs, shrimp etc. So Cal Fly Fishing has an excellent selection of local flies for the area
Charters: We will provide information and help partner folks up
looking to book charters upon request

￼

Any questions???
Joe Staller • “Official” ULM host for spring 2014
Catch me, Joe at: joestaller@yahoo.com

We will be arriving in San Diego on
Thursday May 22nd and checking-in at
the Vagabond Motel, anytime after 2:00
pm. Thursday evening we will be meeting up for meet and greet at So Cal Fly
Fishing. Friday morning we will be chasing surf fish. Saturday morning we will
be meeting for an optional “Surf School”
taught by So Cal Fly Fishing - location
subject to change based on conditions,
space is limited. Saturday the plan is to
meet near the Coronado Bridge for a multi-club floatilla with member from
San Diego Fly Fishers and possibly other local clubs - this location could
change, depending on conditions, so be sure to confirm once we get there.
Sunday we hope to be shuddled out the the kelp beds. This is currently in the
works. If you are interested in a booking a Charter, we can provide additional

information upon request.
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GOAT SOUP FLY FISHING ADVENTURE

I hope you were not expecting a guided
Atlantic Salmon luxury 5 star lodge
meets fly fishing story. This is more of a
blue collar adventure, attainable by anyone
on a shoe string budget. I have been perfecting this kind of frugal fly fishing trip
for a long time, and this was no exception.
Early spring Large Mouth Bass fishing
is usually on my fly fishing calendar for
March/April. So, when my fishing buddy
Grant Baugh said the Bass in Mexico were
ready in February, and he needed some
help catching them, I grabbed my gear and
headed south.
Early the next morning I am brewing
coffee at my camper in Rocky Point, Mexico, my buddy Juan stops by for coffee and
says he knows of a breakfast place that I
might enjoy. We top off our coffee cups
(too cheap to buy coffee) and head for the
Birria Cafe. Yes, I have had goat soup before and I was looking forward to trying it
again. Believe it or not, this place is much
moreup scale than the last place I had goat
soup. Eating where the locals eat can be
a rewarding adventure, and cheaper than
where the tourists dine. The short version
for making goat soup: Pit cook the meat for
12 hours, shred the meat, add vegetables,
water and slow cook. Serve with radishes,
cabbage, onion, cilantro, hot sauce, and
tortillas. This is a rich hearty soup that is
served for breakfast, and I had no ill effects
from consuming a big bowl of it.
Grant got my attention when he sent
some pictures of Large Mouth Bass that he
had been catching on the Colorado River
Delta. At one time this was a huge wetlands
area, but our thirst for water has removed
most of the water before it can reach the
Sea of Cortez. Recently a new water use
program has allowed a meager amount
of water to trickle into Cienega de Santa
Clara. The parched desert has blossomed
when water was added. Birds, animals,
plants, and fish have returned to this small
area and Mexico is trying to develop it as
an eco tourist attraction. Casitas are being
built for camping at the waters edge, boats
with guides are available, and our fishing
experience was quite favorable. There is a
small fee for fishing and I managed to out
fumble Grant in paying for this one.
Grant and his lovely wife Joan spend the
winter in El Golfo. They have visited me
in Rocky Point for various fishing trips,
but this was the first time that I had ventured to El Golfo for fishing. The Cienega
de Santa Clara is a 1 1/2 hour trip from El
Golfo close to the town of Riito. The road
is paved to Riito and the last 10 miles is a
bladed dirt road to the fishing. When we
arrived I was taken by the beauty of the
delta and the abundant bird population.
Extremely clear water surrounded by 8 foot
tall cattails, with fish working in almost
any direction you wanted to focus your
attention. Most of the Large Mouth Bass
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were in the shadow of the cattails so you
needed to make a tight cast into the reeds
without getting stuck. Something that got
my attention right away were the numerous monster sized Carp. They were easy
to spot, really spooky, and in cruise mode
most of the time. I had many refusals before I had a brief encounter. The Carp took
off with my Clouser and kept accelerating
until he broke me off. I was busy changing flies and trying different presentations.
Grant was busy catching Bass on a mouse
pattern. I caught some Bass on Clousers,
Black Wooly Buggars with red tails, and
my last Bass of the day was caught on a
mouse pattern. We were fishing on a Saturday so there were several other boats on
the water with guides. We did fairly well,
Grant landed a dozen Bass while I boated
8, and we both had numerous long line
releases. We talked to several guides and
their fishermen caught 4 or 5 Bass per boat
for the day, they were using spinning gear,
we were satisfied with our results.
We headed back to El Golfo where Grant
and Joan had made arrangements with
a Mexican family to fix us dinner. Maria
fixes meals for the local fishermen, police,
and others who know about her cooking
skills. I met several family members and
was made to feel welcome in their home.
Dinner was pork with a salsa verde sauce,
beans, rice and tortillas. It had a warmth
from the seasoning and would have been
good even if I hadn’t been ravenous from
fishing all day. It didn’t take long for me
to go to sleep when I hit the sleeping bag
on the couch. I awoke the next morning
when I heard the incoming tide hitting
the beach. Refreshed and rested, I headed
home through Yuma, and was glad to have
another adventure that basically cost little
more than gas money, and a bowl of goat
soup.
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy can be reached at Best Hardware
237 N Apache Trail, Apache Junction, Arizona, vince@ajbest.com and 480 987 7461.
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